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1858. Anders 
Ångström is 
made profes-
sor of physics.

1742. Anders Celsius’ 
thermometer studies are 
published.

1741. Carl Linnaeus is made professor of 
medicine. At the time, medicine, botany and 
pharmacy were the same subject in practice. 

1893. Alfred 
Nobel is made 
an honorary 
doctor at 
Uppsala Uni-
versity.

1898. Astrid 
Cleve is the 
first woman in 
Sweden to com-
plete a doctor-
ate in a science 
discipline. 

1908. Eva von Bahr completes a 
doctorate in physics. In the same 
year, she also becomes the first 
woman in Sweden to be appointed 
a Reader in physics.

1924. Manne 
Siegbahn 
receives the 
Nobel Prize 
in Physics.

1926. Theo-
dor Svedberg 
receives the 
Nobel Prize 
in Physical 
Chemistry. 

1948. Arne 
Tiselius receives 
the Nobel Prize 
in Chemistry.

1933. The high 
voltage research 
institute at 
Husbyborg be-
gins operation.
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1949. Geographer 
Gerd Enequist is the 
first woman appoint-
ed to a professorship 
at Uppsala University.

The Faculty gets its current name... in 1993. It was 
previously known as the Faculty of Mathematics and Science, and 
before that, the Department of Mathematics and Science in the 
Faculty of Philosophy.
 

The cover and background image show drawings of the 
Faculty’s major future venture, the New Ångström Laboratory. Its 
purpose is to create an innovative, interdisciplinary environment 
for internationally outstanding research and education. 

1981. Kai 
Siegbahn 
receives the 
Nobel Prize 
in Physics.

2022. The New 
Ångström Labo-
ratory will open. 

1963. Sonja Lyttkens 
becomes Sweden’s 
first female Reader in 
mathematics.

2001. Olga Botner 
appointed to the 
Royal Swedish 
Academy of 
Sciences and the 
Nobel Committee. 

2004. Maria 
Strömme becomes 
professor of 
nanotechnology 
and thus Sweden’s 
youngest professor 
in a technology 
subject. 

2011. Chemist 
Eva Åkesson 
becomes 
Uppsala 
University’s first 
female Vice-
Chancellor. 

1954. Mathematician Arne Beurling, 
famous for having cracked the code 
of the German armed forces’ cipher 
machine, moves into Albert Einstein’s 
old office.
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UPPSALA UNIVERSITY Sweden’s most famous university abroad

 Sweden’s highest ranking all-subject university 

	 Sweden’s	first	university,	established	in	1477

RANKINGS 2017 86 Times Higher Education; 88 in engineering and technology

  112 QS World University Rankings

 63 Shanghai Academic Ranking of World Universities

FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
AT UPPSALA UNIVERSITY

Friends of Uppsala University

 Akihito, Emperor of Japan, is an honorary member of Uppsala University.

 Carl Linnaeus made Uppsala University world-famous by attracting researchers and students from all parts of the 

globe and sending his students all over the world.

	 Anders	Celsius	did	not	invent	the	first	thermometer.	However,	in	1741,	he	created	a	thermometer	that	was	far	more	

accurate than any of its predecessors.

	 Olof	Rudbeck	made	the	first	scientific	discovery	in	Sweden.	He	discovered	the	lymphatic	vessel	and	its	function	in	

the human body.

 Entrepreneur Anders Wall is an honorary member and honorary doctorate of Uppsala University. He has donated 

funds for a professorship in entrepreneurship and a student scholarship at Uppsala University.

 Niklas Zennström, founder of Internet telecommunications company Skype, holds a Master of Science in 

Engineering Physics degree from Uppsala University. He has donated funds for a professorship in sustainable 

development. 

FINANCE
Turnover

SEK 986 million

STAFF
Total in 2017

2,511

STUDENTS
Number in 2017
Approx. 11,000

PhD students
ca 650

Second-cycle 
students

3 726

First-cycle students
ca 9 500

Professors
258

Lecturers and researchers 
684

Technical 
staff
238

Faculty-funded
 research

811

Externally funded 
research 

986

Education
487

Administrative 
staff
200



The range of science and technology subjects offered at Uppsala University is uniquely 

broad. The University’s research and education includes a broad spectrum of Biol-

ogy, Computer Science, Physics, Earth Sciences, Mathematics, and Engineering. Its 

outstanding research and education in the sciences help to maintain the University’s ranking 

among	the	top	100	in	the	world.		

Crucial to this success are the University’s many collaborations with business sector, society 

at large, and other universities. Exchanges within and across subject boundaries and a culture 

of academic freedom generate a creative environment primed for success in research and 

education. Together, we can contribute to a better world by helping to meet the big societal 

challenges of the future. 

This brochure aims to provide a general presentation of our activities with current examples. 

Welcome to our world of science and technology.      

WELCOME
to the Faculty of Science and Technology at 

Uppsala University



SCIENCE 
for a better world

  
 Researchers at Uppsala University, Karolinska Institutet and the University of Oxford have researched a new strategy for shutting down specific enzymes to prevent cells 
from dividing. This method can be used as a strategy in combating cancer.

 It looks like any other black glass façade, but the entire front of the building produces electricity. The Frodeparken apartment block in Uppsala is clad with thin-film solar 
cells developed from research at Uppsala University. Uppsala is also leading an international EU project exploring solar cell technology that can be integrated into buildings.

 The advanced mathematical tools and technical instruments used in astronomy research, and experiences from the extreme environments of space, are also pushing 
development in other areas. The picture shows a dying star, taken from the ALMA telescope in Chile. Uppsala researchers are involved in recording various measurements of 
stars to understand where different elements come from.

 Entrepreneurs and researchers making new contacts and exchanging knowledge in areas of common interest at AIMday®, UU Innovation’s popular event concept.

   

“Omnia mirari etiam tritissima” (Find wonder in everything, even the most commonplace’

Carl	Linnaeus,	professor	at	Uppsala	University,	1741

Uppsala is one of the world’s foremost universities for research. An independent international assessment found 

more	than	50	world-leading	science	and	technology	research	teams	at	Uppsala	University.	They	come	from	all	

the Faculty’s departments and subject areas.

 

Ever since the days of Linnaeus and Celsius, research at Uppsala University has pushed the boundaries of our 

knowledge and created conditions for a better world.  In science and technology, the University invests in a broad 

base of cutting edge research in basic science, which then enriches research ventures of a more applied nature.  

The University is home to many outstanding research environments and teams of the highest international 

standard. These environments are essential for establishing fruitful interdisciplinary collaborations in the form 

of active partnering with other universities, government agencies, research institutes, and business and industry. 

The	Faculty	continuously	identifies	and	conducts	research	to	meet	the	needs	of	society	and	works	to	find	effective	

ways	of	disseminating	results	and	innovations	to	benefit	society.	Our	dynamic	research	environment	with	in-

depth basic research as well as more socially relevant research helps create a unique learning environment that 

is inspiring for both Swedish and international students.

Research in science and technology gives us knowledge about nature and how mankind and society can move 

forward. We live in a complex world with many challenges. To develop our societies sustainably, we need detailed 

knowledge as well as the big picture. 



ENDLESS ENQUIRY  When	grounded	in	curiosity	and	fascination,	the	quest	for	knowledge	results	in	significant	insights	and	
ideas. Each discovery generates opportunities that help to explore and push the boundaries of our knowledge. The more we know, the 
greater	are	our	chances	of	finding	solutions	to	identified	problems	and	answers	to	questions	still	undefined.	At	Uppsala	University,	research	
in science and technology is combined with a very broad spectrum of subjects with immense scope.
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TOGETHER 
for a brighter future

At the Faculty of Science and Technology, research scientists, doctoral students and undergraduate students work 

actively to build networks and collaborations with the business sector and wider society We collaborate with 

large and small business, museums, and government agencies, and through outreach activities. Our established 

partnerships with ABB, NCC, RISE and Uppsala Municipality provide opportunities for in-depth collaborations 

on vital research questions and contacts inside our study programmes. In addition, our events platform AIMday® 

gives businesses and organisations a forum for discussing issues with the Faculty’s researchers. Our strategic 

innovation areas such as the Internet of Things also provide many opportunities for fruitful collaborations. 

 

Popular science activities such as SciFest, invitations to campus study visits, public lectures on relevant topics, 

and activities surrounding the Nobel Prize are other important forms of collaboration. 

Common to all these collaborations is that they provide more interfaces between researchers, students, business 

and the community at large. They also all produce results that further future research and education in various 

ways.

The Faculty of Science and Technology strives for forms of collaboration that inspire innovation in researchers 

and	doctoral	students	while	meeting	the	needs	of	society	for	scientific	knowledge.	We	reach	out	to	all	who	can	

help us achieve our goal of contributing to a better future.

  
 SciFest, which is held annually by Uppsala University, offers school classes and the public a smorgasbord of experimental workshops organised by our researchers and 
partners. In 2018, SciFest attracted 8,600 visitors.

 The EU initiative EIT RawMaterials is working to find new materials to replace those that are toxic, expensive, or can only be obtained from countries with dubious poli-
tics. It is also heavily focused on efficient and sustainable provisioning of materials for electric cars, recycling and the circular economy. How can we heal the wounds of mining 
operations in nature, and how can old mines best be managed? The challenges are many, and important for us and for the Earth beneath our feet.

 Upptech is one of the purest expressions of the Faculty’s desire to operate across boundaries, whether they are between scientific disciplines, or between business and 
industry and universities. Its goal is to showcase the education and research in science and technology at the University and boost collaborations between researchers and 
students with external actors in the public and private sectors. 

 Through its partnership with the Japanese university Tokyo Tech, technology research at the Faculty is given a springboard into the world and the major league.
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MULTI-LAYERED ENERGY COLLABORATION Uppsala Energy Stories is a unique collaboration where the 
challenges of the future are being solved by today’s students. This initiative, an activity within the STUNS Energi foundation, allows 
engineering and IT students to participate in projects developing innovative solutions to real-world energy and environmental problems. 
Over ten weeks, students carry out their Bachelor degree projects grounded in environment-related needs and challenges in Uppsala. 
Examples	include	alternatives	to	artificial	turf	for	playing	fields,	replacing	street	lighting	with	smart	LED	lamps,	and	energy-smart	mobile	
preschools.
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Uppsala University’s breadth and range of subjects fosters interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research. On our campuses, 
researchers from many different disciplines come together around a common theme such as materials research at the 
Ångström Laboratory, or life sciences at the Uppsala Biomedical Centre (read more about our campuses at the end of this 
brochure). The University’s outstanding research and commitment to the basic sciences lays the foundation for successful 
cross-boundary collaborations. Complex research questions extend beyond the boundaries of disciplinary domains and pave 
the way for new approaches which, much like reality itself, do not lend themselves to being boxed into academic research 
areas.

Another	driver	for	interdisciplinary	collaborations	is	opening	new	doors	to	unanticipated	results,	so	that	suddenly	1	plus	1	
equals 3. Truly great discoveries are often made in zone between two research areas where different methods, concepts, and 
theories	converge	and	new	ones	develop.	New	areas	of	research	are	emerging	and	others	are	changing	subject	affiliation	in	a	
dynamic process. Some of our new research areas include Molecular Biomimetics and Biophysics.

Uppsala University’s Faculty of Science and Technology is one of Sweden’s most comprehensive faculties and this breadth 
provides dynamic range and great possibilities. In combination with the University’s other areas of learning – Medicine, 
Pharmacy, the Social Sciences and the Humanities – we are well-positioned to take on the major societal challenges of today. 
Some of our biggest research areas, in which interaction between the University’s disciplinary domains is a distinguishing 
feature,	include	Energy,	Functional	Materials,	Sustainable	Development,	ICT,	and	Life	Sciences.

All our programmes include multidisciplinary aspects, but some have been designed to be exceptionally broad with a 
multidisciplinary perspective. Examples include the Master of Science in Engineering programmes in Sociotechnical Systems, 
in Environmental and Water Engineering, and in Molecular Biotechnology; and the Master’s programmes in Sustainable 
Development	 and	 in	 Computational	 Science.	At	 the	 doctoral	 education	 level,	 the	 University	 offers	 around	 80	 subject	
specialisations,	several	of	which	border	two	disciplines.	In	the	field	of	advanced	materials	engineering,	the	Graduate	School	
in Advanced Materials offers an interdisciplinary environment for doctoral students in physics, chemistry and engineering 
sciences.

 Medtech Science & Innovation is a centre for medical technology research and a collaboration between Uppsala University and University Hospital. Some of Medtech’s 
aims are to conduct and coordinate research in medical technology, initiate education programmes, and be responsible for communications activities such as guest lectures, 
seminars and other forms of knowledge exchange. 

 Microscope image of a neural stem cell cultured in a collagen and hyaluronic acid gel. This picture comes from a research project which aims to develop an injectable gel 
that can be used in the regeneration of damaged brain tissue.

 A research project involving limnologists and meteorologists is investigating the role of lakes in the carbon cycle. They are measuring the volume of CO2 and methane 
produced and emitted from lakes, and it turns out that its climate impact is not negligible.

 Advanced molecular biology in combination with modern bioinformatics and systems biology is being used to genetically engineer cyanobacteria to produce solar fuel. 
This is research that takes time, but if we succeed on a large-scale, we could literally achieve a green and sustainable source of biofuel.

   

FRUITFUL 
INTERDISCIPLINARY 

and multidisciplinary collaborations
An interdisciplinary approach between areas of research

paves the way for a uniquely holistic perspective and creating new research fields.



COMMON INFRASTRUCTURE MEANS FASTER ANSWERS TO LIFE’S MYSTERIES 
The Science for Life Laboratory (SciLifeLab) is a Swedish national research resource of advanced technologies, instruments and expertise 
contributing the molecular perspective to responses to health and environment issues. It is Sweden’s biggest investment in life sciences 
research infrastructure and a joint venture between four universities in the Stockholm–Uppsala region. SciLifeLab offers 9 infrastructure 
services including genomics, proteomics, bioinformatics, and functional biology. Each service has many associated facilities. The picture 
above shows a doctoral student in eukaryote microbiology handing in a sample to the Faculty’s SciLifeLab’s research engineer for mass 
spectrometry analysis utilising the proteomics infrastructure service.
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Education and research in biology at Uppsala University is consistently ranked near the top in international 
evaluations.  The research conducted is mainly basic science, but also it also has practical applications 
in biodiversity, environmental monitoring, ecosystem processes, biotechnology, and biomedicine. 

The undergraduate study programme is one of the biggest in Sweden in biology, molecular biology, 
biotechnology, and bioinformatics. The Biology programme at Uppsala University has repeatedly received 
the highest rating for its broad range of courses, close links to research, and large number of supervisors.  

At the cell and molecular biology level, students study how molecular structures can explain biological processes; 
how micro-organisms function and how they interact with their host organisms; and how intracellular processes and 
cellular communications can explain normal tissue development, and the development of cancer and degenerative 
diseases. It includes structural biology and biochemical research, where the structures of macromolecules such as 
proteins,	 DNA	 and	 RNA,	 and	 their	 properties,	 are	 studied	 using	 experimental	 methods	 and	 computations.	 Extensive	
research is also carried out in systems biology, molecular biophysics, molecular evolution, and drug uptake and 
efficacy	 mechanisms.	 Bioinformatics	 is	 another	 extensive	 activity	 that	 contributes	 to	 the	 research	 at	 SciLifeLab. 

Evolutionary biology research concerns evolutionary patterns and processes at all levels: from molecular evolution and the 
evolution of genes, systems of genes and entire genomes, development processes and the immune system; to the evolution of local 
adaptations and social behaviour in natural populations, speciation processes, and the systematics of organisms. The research 
covers all the important groups of organisms and aims to map the genetic, ecological and evolutionary background to biodiversity.  

Biology at Uppsala University also includes ecology research studying the dynamics of populations of animals, plants, and 
micro-organisms; and processes at the ecosystem level such as organic matter decomposition and structure, and greenhouse gas 
production. Physiology, evolutionary and ecology research also deal with the effects of environmental toxins, environmental 
protection, and species and ecosystem conservation.

  
 Using optical microscopy and laser-based stroboscopic microscopy, researchers are able to follow how individual protein molecules move in living cells. These methods 
are particularly important for making sufficiently accurate measurements to test physical models of cells’ regulatory systems.

 Studies of the genome of the plant species Capsella rubella have shown that self-fertilisation makes natural selection less effective and that its negative evolutionary 
consequences may emerge faster than once thought.

 Combining modern genetic analyses with functional studies of zebrafish provides unique opportunities for studying congenital diseases and the effects of environmental 
toxins. The picture shows the head of a zebrafish embryo seen from below with green fluorescent protein expressed in blood vessels and cartilage cells.

 Research shows that the key to treating prion diseases such as Mad Cow Disease and CJD may lie in the ribosome, the cell’s machine for protein synthesis. The protein 
folding activity of the ribosome (PFAR) is probably involved in prion formation and is thus a new potential target for drugs to combat prion diseases.

   

©Judith Habicher

BIOLOGY
– from molecules to ecological systems

Biology covers all life’s patterns and processes, in man and all other organisms.



THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF LIFE The jawbone in the picture belonged to a human who lived in Sweden 
in the Stone Age. It has been central to studying how agriculture spread northwards in Europe. Newly developed molecular methods and 
bioinformatics	analysis	tools	mean	it	is	now	possible	to	study	the	DNA	of	very	old	skeletal	remains	of	modern	humans.	The	lineage	of	individuals	
can	be	studied	in	detail	and	related	to	other	traces	from	archaeological	finds.	Thus,	this	research	not	only	sheds	new	light	on	genetics,	but	also	
on human demographic and cultural history. This is just one example of how Biology at Uppsala University is applying an interdiscipli-
nary approach to evolutionary questions. The scope of the research includes everything from the origins of life in its simplest form, biochemical 
processes at the cell level and speciation; to investigating the interaction, dissemination and reproduction of organisms in a changing world.
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Computer Science is a broad subject of great practical importance in our computerised world. IT at Uppsala University 
covers a range of issues, from data collection and data mining via signal processing, computational science and engineering and 
control technologies; to communication of the results using database management and man-machine interaction.

Here,	we	have	Sweden’s	top	activity	in	the	field,	with	a	unique	breadth	of	courses	and	research	with	significant	international	
impact. At Uppsala University, research in this area covers computer science, computer technologies, visual information and 
interaction, systems engineering and computational science. A common foundation is provided by research in computer 
science theory, real-time systems, and computer architecture. Mathematical and numerical methods are developed and 
used for algorithm design, knowledge-based systems, signal processing and control technologies, image analysis, etc. The 
Department	of	 Information	Technology	 is	 at	 the	 forefront	of	 research	 in	many	 topical	fields.	Examples	 include	machine	
learning	(with	links	to	artificial	intelligence	and	big	data),	e-science,	parallel	programming	and	the	Internet	of	things.

Applied research is an essential element in data communications, software development, systems engineering, computational 
science and engineering, and image analysis. The interdisciplinary element is strong in our research. Many projects have links 
to other subjects such as biology, economics, medicine, psychology, and engineering. Sustainability issues are also at the core 
of	many	of	our	research	projects	such	as	in	water	treatment	and	energy-efficient	computer	architecture,	focused	on	reducing	
energy and resource consumption.

The	breadth	of	the	subject	area	is	also	reflected	in	a	large	number	of	collaborations	with	disciplines	in	the	private	and	public	
sectors. In Uppsala, some thirty research teams are linked to computer sciences along with a number of centres that play an 
important role in the development of advanced IT activities. 

  
 Microscope images are widely used in medical and biological research. To efficiently draw conclusions from the content of these images, you need computer assistance to 
measure and classify cells, for example. Researchers in visual information and interaction develop methods for automated image analysis.

 MRI images can sometimes be distorted by dark bands caused by the limitations of the MRI scanner. These can easily obscure details of interest to the clinician. Through 
signal processing, you can combine a number of images to create a clean image without these bands, facilitating the diagnosis.

 Techniques for constraint programming can be used to improve airspace capacity by optimizing traffic flow. 

 With a multi-core processor, the computer is faster, but requires programmers to write programs that prevent crashes and conflicts between what each core is doing. 
Computer architecture researchers produce methods and tools to develop efficient, secure parallel programs.

Denna bild byts ut 
mot en på Carolina 
Wählby och  
bildanalys

   

COMPUTER SCIENCE
– From 1s and 0s to infinite possibilities

ICT is now very much part of our everyday lives.



NETWORKS IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Research in IT deals with computer systems and methods 
for using these systems for the storage, processing, communication, presentation and analysis of data. The picture shows UPPMAX, the 
University’s resource for high-performance computing and large-scale storage. An important aspect of UPPMAX is its provision of essential 
infrastructure, human resources and expertise in algorithm and code development, for example.
 IT is now well integrated into society in computers, the Internet and mobile phones as well as e-commerce, advanced medical equipment, 
environmental technology, and other technological systems. IT has changed our everyday lives and will continue to do so in new ways in the 
future.
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Research in physics and astronomy at Uppsala University ranges from the innermost building blocks of matter through 
molecules and materials to the stars and the Universe’s structure and development. It is pushing the boundaries of knowledge 
and	changing	our	world	view.	Based	on	results	from	basic	research	and	using	its	methods,	the	Department	also	conducts	
applied research crucial to the advancement of technology and of society in general, such as new materials and sensors, and 
energy and the climate.

The smallest building blocks in the cosmos and the fundamental forces operating between them are studied by colliding 
particles in accelerators and detecting cosmic neutrinos in ice from the South Pole. This paves the way for new theories such 
as superstring theory as the basis of all things. 

The	first	complex	systems	of	composite	particles,	hadrons	and	atomic	nuclei,	are	studied	in	order	to	understand	how	quarks	
bond to form nucleons. Nuclear physics measurement techniques are developed for use in nuclear reactors, for controls of 
non-proliferation of nuclear materials, and for future fusion reactors.

The next level in the structure of matter (atoms, molecules and materials) is investigated using laser and synchrotron light and 
comparing the results with calculations based on quantum theory. This provides a rich foundation for basic physics as well as 
for applications in the form of materials with interesting properties that can lead to new technologies. 

Research in space physics and astronomy uses satellites and large telescopes in combination with theoretical models to 
understand the formation and development of planetary systems, stars and galaxies. A new specialisation is studies of planets 
around stars other than our Sun (exoplanets) that may be able to sustain life. 

Uppsala University has a team unique in Sweden in conducting physics education research. It explores students’ learning and 
is	contributing	to	the	development	of	content	and	teaching	methods	in	physics	and	associated	fields.	Through	their	degree	
projects, students can also be involved in this research frontier. 

Physics at Uppsala University has been awarded two Nobel Prizes, to Manne Siegbahn and his son Kai Siegbahn, and is 
internationally very well-established with many examples of world-leading research.

 The tandem accelerator at the Ångström Laboratory is used for basic research in nuclear physics, and for all kinds of applications such as the dating of archaeological finds 
using radioactive isotopes.

 The Nobel Prize-winning discovery of graphene, a material consisting of a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice, is an example of the kinds of new 
materials with exceptional properties that are being explored experimentally and theoretically.

 An artist’s interpretation of exoplanet HD 189733b passing in front of its star. Analyses suggest that this planet, which is a gas giant, has water vapour in its atmosphere.  

 New magnetic materials are constructed atom by atom in combinations that do not occur in nature and then studied to explore their properties. The materials explored 
may come to be used for data storage or in new electronics, for example. 
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PHYSICS and 
ASTRONOMY

– From microcosm to macrocosm

To think freely is great, but to measure correctly is greater –
successful physics research combines mathematics-based theory with advanced experiments.

Gunnar Ingelman, professor in subatomic physics



HIGGS BOSON DETECTED!  An Uppsala research team is participating in the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron 
Collider	at	CERN.	In	2012,	it	gave	rise	to	the	discovery	of	the	Higgs	boson,	which	explains	how	the	fundamental	particles	in	particle	physics	
theory get their mass. The picture shows eight magnetic coils in the experiment’s huge building, (compare with the researcher from Uppsala 
in	the	foreground).	The	space	inside	is	filled	with	high-tech	detectors	that	register	the	hundreds	of	particles	formed	when	the	opposing	
beams of protons collide with the highest energies achieved to date, corresponding to the energy density in the universe one millionth of a 
millionth	of	a	second	after	the	Big	Bang.	A	huge	amount	of	data	must	be	processed	in	GRID	computers	in	Uppsala	and	around	the	world	
to	detect	the	Higgs	boson,	which	is	so	rare	that	it	is	only	generated	in	one	collision	in	10	billion.
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Earth sciences reveal the processes and events that have built and are still shaping the Earth. International evaluations place 
Uppsala University among the most comprehensive research facilities in earth sciences in Europe. Its unique breadth of 
education	and	research	and	extensive	global	field	work	is	contributing	knowledge	about	our	planet’s	properties,	systems	and	
development. The subject area covers literally everything between the heavens and earth, including applications of chemistry, 
physics and biology.

The research conducted at Uppsala University extends from the Earth’s core to the atmosphere; from microscopic minerals 
and fossils to how mountains and oceans form; from the time the Earth was born to the present. We are charting the 
development of the Earth and life over billions of years and how glaciation, wind and water have reshaped the landscape 
and continue to do so. We also study the link between the atmosphere and the oceans in relation to climate change based on 
research that brings together the past, present and future within the framework of sustainable development.

Applied research in earth sciences focuses on important issues for our civilisation such as access to clean water, mineral 
resources, and CO2 uptake. One particular area of focus is environmental and natural resources, including studies of pollutants 
in groundwater, lakes and seas; noise proliferation; ore, minerals and fossil fuel exploration; weather and climate forecasts; 
assessment of earthquake risks; and investigating sites for underground storage of nuclear waste or carbon sequestration.

The broad sweep of our activities makes for multifaceted, multidisciplinary education and research in natural resources and 
energy.  Studies of natural disasters and the evolution of life are other priority focuses which give rise to multidisciplinary 
research collaborations. The interaction between research teams leads to dynamic, interdisciplinary research into questions 
that are fundamental to sustainable development and a functioning world economy.

 Through studies of fossils, we try to understand how life has evolved over millions of years and how it has adapted to constant environmental and climate changes. In the 
500 million-year-old Transantarctic Mountains, the remains of a group of early arthropods called trilobites have been found.

The oceans are a very important natural sink for the CO2 that we emit into the atmosphere. By measuring flows, we can see how uptake is controlled and changes – 
here at Östergarnsholm weather station.

 One way to reduce greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is to find methods for storing CO2 in bedrock. We are developing and modelling a pilot-scale CO2 injection 
experiment at the Heletz site (Israel), for example.

 What does the ground look like deep beneath your feet? With geophysical survey methods, here being used by the Red Sea, we can study soil characteristics and visualise 
what it might look like below the surface, locate cracks and fault zones, or explore for natural resources.

   

EARTH SCIENCES
– from mineralogy to environmental sciences

Planet Earth is driven by a great many processes that are interlinked. 
Our work is about understanding these and how the planet’s limited resources can be used more sustainably.

Sebastian Willman, Paleobiologist



DECONTAMINATION OF HEAVILY POLLUTED SEDIMENT Historical discharges of polluted process 
water	and	cellulose	have	given	rise	to	contaminated	fibre	banks	on	the	sea	floor	along	parts	of	Sweden’s	coastline.	If	dispersed,	these	fibre	
banks may damage the sensitive ecosystems of the Baltic Sea. Through interdisciplinary collaborations with government agencies, and with 
advice	from	problem	owners,	the	Department	of	Earth	Sciences	is	developing	new	methods	for	assessing	the	risk	of	environmental	toxin	
dispersal	from	these	fibre	banks	and	identifying	the	areas	deemed	to	be	in	the	greatest	need	of	remediation.	To	work	towards	a	healthier	
Baltic,	it	is	essential	to	know	the	properties	of	the	fibre	banks	such	as	their	physical	and	chemical	stability,	their	environmental	contaminant	
content, and uptake of the contaminants in the food web to be able to design effective and sustainable remediation measures for the future.
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 They may not bear much resemblance to batteries, but this type of lithium-ion battery will be used in everything from mobile phones to electric cars.  Researchers at 
the Ångström Advanced Battery Centre were pioneers in this development and are now studying in detail how to replace the component materials with others that are 
cheaper and greener.  

 Using directed evolution, they can obtain cells that produce enzymes such as this epoxide hydrolase, designed for a desired function. This enables the production of 
entirely new, more effective and greener catalysts. 

 Computer simulations have revolutionised chemistry sciences with revealing images of details that are difficult to detect with other methods. The fluffy clouds show the 
movements of atoms on a material surface – the green shows an atomic transition during a chemical reaction. Such reactions are key to a great many industrial processes 
and a cleaner environment.

 Dye-sensitized solar cells, also known as Grätzel cells, are the new generation of solar cells which mimic photosynthesis and are cheaper to produce. The principle is so 
simple that a solar cell kit developed for secondary schools allows students to build a solar cell that can run a calculator.

Chemistry is the basis of research that can result in the discovery of smarter materials and new medicines, while giving 
us	new	insights	how	we	can	benefit	from	and	conserve	natural	resources.	As	a	science,	chemistry	spans	a	broad	spectrum:	
from mapping the properties of molecules to developing the latest cancer drugs; from battery design for electric vehicles to 
innovative computer technology; and from utilising alternative energy sources to studying distant galaxies. 

Uppsala University offers one of the best educations in chemistry, with close links to world-leading research. Its programmes 
feature	comprehensive	course	offerings,	strong	links	to	research,	and	a	high	proportion	of	lab	experiments.	The	Department’s	
creative, research-intensive environment promotes high levels of skills across the board in chemistry as well as excellence in 
specific	areas	such	Uppsala	University’s	unique	specialisation	Chemistry	for	Renewable	Energy.	

Research in chemistry at Uppsala University covers theoretical chemistry and computational chemistry, analytical chemistry, 
biochemistry, physical chemistry, polymer chemistry, organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, and materials chemistry. Many 
eminent scientists have worked at Uppsala University, including Nobel Prize winners Theodor Svedberg and Arne Tiselius. 
Their	research	contributed	methods	for	the	purification	and	characterisation	of	complex	materials,	even	in	extremely	small	
quantities.	The	 breadth	 and	 expertise	 of	 the	Department	 is	 reflected	 today	 in	 distinguished	 research	within	 all	 areas	 of	
chemistry. Synthesising complex molecules and materials with various functional characteristics is particularly important, 
from those able to mimic photosynthesis in plants to polymer materials that can rebuild lost human tissue. Molecules 
and proteins are also produced and characterised for research aimed at understanding the basic principles of catalysis, for 
developing effective and safe medicines, and for gaining a greater insight into diseases of the brain. 

The	development	of	 renewable	 energy	 sources	 and	energy	 carriers	 is	 a	particular	 focus	 and	 includes	 solar	 cells,	 artificial	
photosynthesis, hydrogen production, fuel cells, biofuels from biomass, and smarter batteries. World-leading research 
collaborations are mapping the structure of metals and chemical compounds, including those with unique catalytic activity, 
electrical conductivity and the ability to store energy – helping develop the sustainable energy systems of the future. 

   

CHEMISTRY
– from artificial photosynthesis to biosensors

By understanding how substances are formed at a molecular level, we can create sustainable methods for developing new and innovative 
medicines, materials and forms of energy without trading-off our grandchildren’s resources.

Joseph Samec, researcher in organic chemistry



BRAIN CHEMISTRY MAPPING The brain is one of the body’s most advanced organs and controls most of the body’s vital 
functions. The signalling system between the brain and the body’s cells is pure chemistry. For a neurochemist, the fascination lies in under-
standing why disruptions in the brain’s signalling system occur, and how these cause neurological diseases in humans such as chronic pain 
and	dementia.	With	the	aid	of	unique	analysis	methods,	researchers	in	analytical	chemistry	have	been	able	to	map	the	cerebrospinal	fluid	
of healthy individuals and describe its biochemical nature in an unrivalled wealth of detail. This is used for comparisons with ill patients to 
identify markers for early diagnosis, but also for disease prognosis. It also provides clues to the causes of disease, which are needed to develop 
cures.
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Mathematics	has	long	been	the	language	that	mankind	has	used	to	formulate	scientific	laws	and	theories.	From	the	beginning,	
mathematics	has	been	closely	linked	to	practical	reality	and	served	as	a	tool	for	counting	observable	things.	But	in	the	20th	
century, mathematics underwent a dramatic change and is now an independent science that is constantly progressing.

Since this explosive development, many new theories have come to light with many proving to be useful in a variety of 
areas. Some examples are the advanced mathematical models that underlie Google’s search engine, or the essay in abstract 
mathematical logic on which the modern computer is based.

Even	if	the	most	abstract	maths	often	manages	to	find	applications,	many	mathematicians	are	driven	by	pure	enjoyment	of	
the subject and a fascination with logical connections and precise thinking. The majority of the mathematical research at 
Uppsala University is pure, basic research, where researchers build on current mathematical theories and discover new ones.

Uppsala University’s mathematical research is particularly strong in various forms of analysis, algebra, topology, geometry, 
and probability theory. One of its more distinctive areas is symplectic geometry, which is closely linked to quantum theory 
and string theory.

Another prominent area of research in mathematics is number theory, originally intended to answer questions about the 
fundamental characteristics of integers. Number theorists are particularly interested in prime numbers, since they make 
integers in a way that is easy to understand while also forming a very irregular and elusive sequence. Many of the original 
problems formulated in number theory remain unsolved, and the search for solutions has resulted in a large body of methods 
and theoretical constructs that keep leading to new questions. 

Uppsala University also conducts innovative interdisciplinary research at the Centre for Interdisciplinary Mathematics (CIM). 
CIM	involves	mathematics	in	various	fields	and	offers	a	platform	for	research	collaborations	between	mathematics	and	other	
disciplines and industry.

 A growing area of mathematics is computer-assisted proof, where researchers develop methods to translate mathematical theorems into problems that can be calculated 
by computer.

 New mathematical ideas often arise in conversation. Here, two researchers are discussing an algebraic phenomenon. 

 Lie groups are structures that are studied in algebra. The picture shows a two-dimensional visualisation of the dimension 248 Lie group, E8.

 A blackboard and chalk can sometimes be the only tools needed for new kinds of maths to emerge. Many long-term basic research projects in mathematics benefit other 
disciplines, often on a pioneering way, when progress is made. An example is symplectic geometry, which is closely linked with quantum physics.

   

MATHEMATICS
– from abstract algebra to animal behaviour

The sheer dynamism and intensity in mathematics is perhaps not widely known. 
All around us are many unresolved problems. Nothing is static and it’s not all over and done with.

Tobias Ekholm, professor in mathematics



MATHEMATICAL MODELS SHED LIGHT ON BIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA Mathematicians 
fascinated by how mathematics manifests in reality generally work with applied mathematics. A relatively new branch of applied maths 
at Uppsala University is mathematical and theoretical biology, where researchers develop models to explain biological phenomena in 
everything	from	cell	biology	to	group	behaviour.	Researchers	in	mathematical	and	theoretical	biology	at	Uppsala	were	among	the	first	to	
explain	what	controls	the	orderly	movement	in	a	shoal	of	fish.	Other	applied	maths	areas	where	distinguished	research	is	being	conducted	are	
computational	mathematics,	mathematical	finance,	and	mathematical	statistics.	Research	in	applied	mathematics	covers	a	broad	spectrum	of	
subjects ranging from pure mathematics to industrial applications. It also has a strong emphasis on mathematical modelling and simulation.
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The	Department	of	Engineering	Sciences	at	Uppsala	University	conducts	broad	research	with	a	distinctive	focus	on	energy	
and life sciences. It aims to understand and develop technology that will lead to a sustainable future and a better life for 
people and society as a whole. Its holistic approach and the close links between basic and applied research results in substantial 
benefits.	Right	 from	the	 start,	 there	 is	a	 strong	conviction	 that	 the	 research	will	 lead	 to	 improvements	 in	people’s	 living	
conditions.

The	Department’s	activities	in	Uppsala	range	from	basic	studies	at	atomic	level	up	to	applications	at	a	high	systemic	level.	
Particular strengths are micro- and nanotechnologies, materials engineering and energy systems. The Ångström Laboratory 
houses Scandinavia’s biggest cleanroom facility with a unique combination of equipment for advanced micro- and 
nanostructuring and high-resolution microscopy and microanalysis. Another specialist area is microsystems for advanced 
space applications, where the research aims to reduce the launching costs for spacecraft through extreme miniaturisation.

The	Department	 is	 home	 to	 a	 broad	 range	 of	 expertise	 in	materials	 and	 components	 for	 electronic	 applications.	 Smart,	
energy-efficient	 electronics	 such	 as	wireless	 sensors	 are	 an	 area	of	 rapid	 growth,	 as	 is	more	 efficient	 signal	processing	 in	
information	 transfer,	 control	 systems,	 and	 audio.	The	Department	 also	 conducts	 research	 and	 education	 in	 how	 to	 lead	
and	 organise	 innovation	 so	 that	 new	 technologies,	 products	 and	 services	 can	 benefit	 society	more	 rapidly.	Technological	
development is often also decisive in breakthroughs where technology meets life science. It allows researchers at Uppsala 
University to identify protein structures and protein markers for quick and easy medical diagnoses, and to develop methods 
to rebuild damaged neural pathways in the body. 

In Uppsala, world-leading engineering research and highly successful companies stand side by side. This provides exceptional 
opportunities for collaborations and innovations for both the University and these companies. On average, two new companies 
are	established	from	engineering	sciences.	These	spin-offs	reflect	the	Department’s	breadth	in	research	and	entrepreneurship	
and attract international attention.

  
 Researchers at the Departments of Engineering Sciences and Chemistry have developed a battery based on cellulose and saltwater. Industrial-scale production of this 
battery is being developed in a three-year collaboration with a leading packaging firm. Future packaging solutions will offer consumers more features. Electrical energy stored 
in the paper material itself will result in whole new opportunities for creating these new functions sustainably.

 Uppsala researchers have successfully manufactured advanced diamond coronagraphs. These diamond components are now installed in the Very Large Telescope (VLT in 
Chile) and in the Keck Observatory (Hawaii, USA), and are being used to search for earth-like planets. They have already been used to directly depict astronomical objects 
for the first time. 

 Generally speaking, neither the doses nor the look of drugs for diseases such as cancer or neurological disorders are adapted for severely ill children. Using 3D-printers 
and the new drug delivery material Upsalite®, which was developed at the Ångström Laboratory, Uppsala University researchers from Engineering Sciences, Pharmacy, and 
University Hospital aim to develop personalised doses.

 Research in microsystems aims to replace a large proportion of the thousands of animal experiments that are used in the drug development process with studies 
conducted in cells cultured on microchips. The picture shows a microfluidics system where the cells can be grown on a membrane between the two channels under 
controlled conditions.

ENGINEERING 
SCIENCES

– from biomaterials to energy systems
We don't just focus on a few details. We have a holistic view of the whole system. 

The basic idea is to create technology for a better, sustainable future.

Malin Göteman, wave power researcher

   



CUSTOMISED CERAMIC IMPLANTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF BONE DEFECTS A unique 
implant design to repair major defects in the skull has been developed by Uppsala University researchers with plastic surgeons and 
neurosurgeons at Karolinska Hospital. The design is patient-specific and based on creating a network of titanium filled with ceramic 
material	mosaic.	Major	defects	in	the	skull	are	very	complicated	to	repair	and	the	technology	is	based	on	3D-printing	to	obtain	a	
good fit and biological integration of the implant to the skull bone. The implant has obtained regulatory approvals and is now being 
sold by an Uppsala company in Europe and the USA.
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Our education programmes in science and technology are both highly specialised and broad in their interdisciplinary 
approach, with some being one-of-a-kind. Our primary strengths are close links to research, our emphasis on developing our 
staff’s teaching skills, and the variety of courses that students are offered within their own subject area and beyond.

ENGINEERING PROGRAMMES	We	offer	students	nine	Master	of	Science	in	Engineering	programmes	(five-
year) and four Bachelor of Science in Engineering programmes (three-year). They are all technically advanced programmes 
with a science basis and provide knowledge in a combination of subject areas with breadth and depth. Students gain practice in 
rapidly acquiring new ways of thinking and technologies for solving problems. They learn to use and develop existing technology 
as well as tomorrow’s technology. 

MASTER IN ENGINEERING PROGRAMMES – 5 YEARS               B ACHELOR IN ENGINEERING PROGRAMMES – 3 YEARS

Electrical Engineering          Molecular Biotechnology Structural Engineering
Energy Systems Sociotechnical Systems Electrical Engineering
Information Technology Engineering Physics Mechanical Engineering
Chemical Engineering Materials Engineering Medical Technology
Environmental and Water Engineering

BACHELOR PROGRAMMES We offer nine Bachelor programmes with great freedom to choose courses and 
specialisations	out	of	interest.	You	can	even	combine	two	science	subjects	or	broaden	your	degree	with	courses	in	another	field	
such as journalism, economics or law. Our Bachelor programmes have strong links to research and can be built on with Master 
programmes and doctoral education. But they also prepare students directly for working life outside academia. 
 
BACHELOR PROGRAMME – 3 YEAR

Biology/Molecular Biology Physics Leadership – Quality Management – Improvement
Computer Science Earth Sciences Mathematics
Energy Transition – Sustainability and Leadership Chemistry Environmental Science

  
  The Faculty of Science and Technology has been running a mentoring programme for students in the final phase of their education for many years, where mentors from 
working life share experiences with the students.

  Our campuses offer research and education under the same roof. This proximity puts students and researchers on a more equal basis.

 The strength of our research resources means our students benefit from using the latest technology. The picture shows a student conducting an experiment with high-
energy ions in the Ångström Laboratory’s tandem accelerator.  Our lecturers are also researchers, which inspires students and gets them involved in world-leading research 
and the latest advances.  

 Uppsala University has student exchange agreements almost 500 universities in around 50 countries. International experience enriches both lecturers and students.

   

EDUCATING 
the engineers and scientists of the future

Our students are the future. They are tomorrow’s eminent researchers, inspiring teachers and 
creative entrepreneurs contributing to a sustainable world.



Bild på lärare som undervisar studenter i face to face-situation. 

Bild kommer på Arnold Pears och hans studenter.

TEACHING METHODS Developing	 education	of	 the	highest	quality	 requires	 committed	 teachers	who	 can	 reflect	on	 the	
importance of how they are teaching, seek to improve, and are willing to test new methods. To achieve the highest quality education, the 
Faculty offers its teachers support in developing their teaching skills through education and resources. The Faculty’s university education 
advisory board (TUR) arranges seminars and courses for lecturers. They can also apply for funding for teaching development projects.
	 To	 further	develop	our	educational	 environments	 towards	excellence,	 the	University	has	 established	a	Centre	 for	Discipline-Based	
Education Research (MINT). Uppsala University also rewards brilliant teachers by offering a promotion pathway to ‘excellent teacher’.
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MASTER PROGRAMMES We offer sixteen two-year international Master programmes taught entirely in English. 
Two of these programmes are also offered as one-year Master programmes. The Master programmes provide opportunities for 
subject	specialisation	but	you	can	also	create	your	own	individual	profile	supplemented	with	courses	in	research	and	product	
development, entrepreneurship, or business management. We place great emphasis on developing analytical abilities and with 
a Master’s degree in technology and science, the student is well prepared for a career in research, public administration or 
business. 

Bioinformatics Earth Science (6 specialisations) Mathematics (3 specialisations) 
Biology/Molecular Biology(9 specialisations) Sustainable Development Computational Science
Computer Science (3 specialisations) Sustainable Destination Development* Applied Biotechnology
Energy Technology Embedded Systems Wind Power Development and Management* 
Physics (8 specialisations) Industrial Management and Innovation
Renewable Electricity Production Chemistry (9 specialisations) * Also Master programme

DOCTORAL EDUCATION We offer education at doctoral level in many subject areas. Students carry out 
basic research as well as applied research and research closely associated with industry. Students can graduate at third-cycle 
level	at	the	Faculty	of	Science	and	Technology	with	the	following	two	degrees:	Doctor	of	Philosophy	in	Science	(4	years)	
and	Licentiate	of	Science	(2	years).	Vacancies	in	third-cycle	programmes	are	advertised	by	the	Department	or	the	research	
programme responsible for the subject or specialisation. Uppsala University’s goal is that all students at third-cycle level 
are	employed	as	doctoral	students,	but	students	may	also	be	admitted	with	other	financing,	such	as	external	scholarships.	
The	education	offered	is	of	high	quality	and	structured	such	that	those	who	complete	it	successfully	are	well	qualified	for	
employment at the best universities in Sweden and abroad, and in the private or public sectors or the community at large. 
The educational environment is international, with employees from all parts of the world.

STUDENT LIFE Students	at	Uppsala	University	find	themselves	in	a	lively	cultural	environment	based	on	centuries	
of tradition. It includes the student associations (also called ‘student nations’) which are student-run and an integral part of 
Uppsala University’s student life. Each with their own facilities, they all have a different character, unique history, and their 
own traditions. Each student nation has cafés, restaurants and pubs, as well as theatre, music and sports activities and more 
than	100	different	common	interest	associations.	They	are	great	meeting	places	for	students	to	socialise	beyond	their	own	
programmes and subject areas; places where they can have fun, get involved and develop valuable networks. 
 Faculty students also have their own student union (UTN). Besides representing student interests on educational, social 
and business issues related to student life, they organise many events. The biggest is towards the end of April each year: white-
water	rafting	on	the	spring	flood	of	the	River	Fyris.

 Our study programmes have a high proportion of lab experiments, giving our students practical skills and increasing their theoretical understanding. Doctoral students are 
usually the lab teachers and supervise the students during experiments.  

  During the white-water festival week before the end of April, students build the craft they will use to negotiate the rapids of the River Fyris without losing any crew 
overboard. Tens of thousands of people gather along the banks of the river to see the students’ creations tackle the rapids in the centre of Uppsala: the Mill fall and the 
Iceland fall.  

 Uppsala University has a long list of illustrious traditions, symbols and festivals that continue to this day to be a natural part of Uppsala’s academic life. One such example 
is the conferment ceremony for doctoral graduates each year. 

 Since summer in 2013 when the university college on Gotland merged with Uppsala University,  you can also study at Campus Gotland. In science and technology, the 
study programmes offered there are Wind Power Development and Management, Environmental Science, Quality Engineering and Management, and Energy Transition - 
Sustainability and Leadership. 

The breadth of programmes offered at Uppsala University means you get to meet many interesting people at its student clubs. 
I get a general idea about many different areas, which is giving me a firm foundation for the future.

Beatrice Orback, former student in Molecular Biology.

   



BIOMEDICAL CENTRE (BMC) BMC conducts research and education in 
the fields of biology, pharmacy, chemistry, medicine, as well as food, nutrition and die-
tetics. It is one of Europe’s largest centres for life sciences, and a hub for researchers 
in chemistry, structural biology, physiology, and various pharmaceutical disciplines, 
providing a unique set of conditions for new drug development.

EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY CENTRE (EBC) The EBC houses much of 
Uppsala University’s research and education in biology. Its research is world-leading, 
largely based on genetics, and focused on understanding the evolutionary origins of 
the traits of organisms. The centre also houses the Museum of Evolution.

GEO CENTRE Research and education in earth science subjects such as natural 
resources and energy, environmental risks, earthquake predictions, climate change 
and the development of life are conducted here. Sustainable development colours 
everything we do and the link between the present and past is vital. The Centre’s 
proximity to the Geological Survey of Sweden (SGU) provides a creative interface 
for science with the public and private sectors.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ITC) Uppsala University’s 
research and education in the field of information technology is found here. The 
University’s Department of Information Technology is one of Sweden’s broadest 
and conducts outstanding world-leading research in many areas of computer sci-
ence and numerical analysis, systems and control. The ITC houses big research cen-
tres in areas such as parallel programming, e-science and wireless sensor networks.

CAMPUS GOTLAND Uppsala University’s campus located in Visby on the 
island of Gotland. It provides study programmes and research in energy technology 
and sustainable development and other areas. 

ÅNGSTRÖM LABORATORY The Ångström Laboratory is one of Europe’s 
most advanced laboratories for research and education in the fields of energy and 
functional materials. The laboratory also houses research and education in chem-
istry, mathematics, physics and engineering. Its research is at the forefront interna-
tionally in the design of functional materials at atomic level in fields such as elec-
tronics, life sciences, and sensors. Energy research is a particularly strong field with 
applications in wave power, solar cells and solar fuel, batteries, and vertical axis wind 
turbines. The Ångström Laboratory houses Scandinavia’s biggest cleanroom with a 
unique combination of equipment for advanced micro- and nanostructuring, along 
with high-resolution microscopy and microanalysis.

OUR CAMPUSES
Uppsala University strives to create optimum conditions for interdisciplinary collaborations.
Creative hubs are established at a number of the specialised research and education centres.

Information Technology Centre (ITC)

Biomedical Centre (BMC)

Evolutionary Biology Centre (EBC)

 Geo Centre 

Ångström Laboratory

Campus Gotland
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